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Abstract  

Nowadays, there is a growing need of data related to beam solar radiation. The market situation of the solar 

technologies as well as the premium prices in countries like Spain drives to the necessity to characterize the 

expected DNI in a specific location with short measurement campaign. 

Due to it is impossible to wait ten or more years for measure the DNI in a specific location, methodologies 

for deriving DNI representative series are needed. To estimate beam radiation from global radiation, there 

can be used information derived from satellite images, or data from well known data bases of global solar 

radiation. In both cases global!to!beam irradiance models are needed. 

This work presents a novelty methodology to transform hourly global irradiance registers in a concrete 

emplacement, into beam irradiance data. In front of classical global to direct models where general curves are 

fitting to simulate the direct irradiance behavior, the present methodology allows us to fit the “better curve” 

to each available observation. 

To implement this method, a set of ground measurements of Beam and Global irradiance were available and 

different mathematical techniques have been used. Concretely, topics of measure theory, cluster methods and 

kernel machines learning are included in the present methodology.  So, this work is presented using public 

access data which allow any contrast of the methodology results.   
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1. Introduction  

A new methodology to transform global irradiance data into beam irradiance is presented in this work. It is 

based on machine learning techniques and, therefore, training sets were necessary. The goal is to implement a 

process which allows us to obtain registers of beam irradiance in periods with only global data were 

available. Thinking in the existence of local behaviors we only use historical data in the concrete 

emplacement to fit the models. The proposed methodology predicts each beam irradiance data by mean of 

two steps. First, it selects the most suitable training subset using a clustering methodology. After that, a 

prediction model is fitted with this subset to finish generating DNI forecasts.  

The next section describes the data used in this work to show the suitability of the proposed methodology. 

Section 3 collects a description of the methodology joint to a brief explanation of the foundations of the 

techniques used in the different steps. Section 4 shows the obtained results and the comparison with classical 

global to direct models ([6] to [10]). To finish, section 5 enumerates conclusions and future researches. 



2. Available data 

Ground measurements of beam and global irradiance in a set of four meteorological stations are available. 

These data coming from the Estatal Association of Meteorology of Spain (AEMET) and they have hourly 

frequency covering time periods up of two years.  Only right data have been used, filtering wrong records by 

mean of typical criterion. 

The meteorological stations used in this work are sited covering the Spanish geography but a general 

methodology is presented. The explained procedure can be implemented to transform global into beam 

irradiance independently of the interest site location. However, the adaptive procedure allows the inclusion of 

new real data to improve the accuracy of the model results. 

In this methodology we suppose an historical set of ground measurements of global and beam irradiance. The 

objective magnitude is the direct irradiance and to train respective models the extraterrestrial irradiance will 

be used joint to ground measurements.  

3. Adaptive methodology based on machine learning 

The first goal of this methodology is the use of the best model to predict each data. So, in the first step, it 

searches the most suitable training set among all available data. Once it is done, a nonlinear prediction model 

is fitted to forecast the new beam irradiance register. In this two stages machine learning techniques are 

implemented. 

Machine learning collects all those algorithms that try to solve problems learning from experience.  A typical 

scheme of machine learning can be seen in figure 1. Problems as classification, clustering, regression or 

novelty detection can be included in this scheme. In our case we combine two machine learning, one of them 

to classify the suitable data set of training and other one to predict the beam irradiance. 
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3.1. K nearest  neighbor 

The k!nearest neighbor is amongst the simplest machine learning algorithms [11]. It is a classification 

algorithm which classifies an object by a majority vote of its neighbors. To implement this algorithm it is 

necessary a training set and a criteria to determine how to order the data, that is, a distance between objects 

which arrange them around the given object. In multivariate case, examples of distances are the Euclidean 

distance, the Manhattan distance or the Hamming distance. The selection of the more suitable distance 

depends of the nature of the problem. It is usual to design a distant ad!hoc for the currently problem. 

In our case we don’t want to classify our object, we only search the set of nearest neighbors. Our data have 

two variables, the measured global irradiance and the difference between global and extraterrestrial. These 

two dimensional vectors are used to select de training set of the next machine learning. This training set 



consists of the most similar data, respecting global and difference with extraterrestrial, amongst all the 

historical data containing ground measures of global and beam irradiance.    

3.2 Support Vector Machines 

Support vector machines (SVM) are a group of supervised learning methods that can be applied to 

classification or regression. They represent an extension to nonlinear models of the generalized portrait 

algorithm developed by Vladimir Vapnik [4]. 

In this section we give a brief introduction to SVM. First, we present the linear separable case which contains 

the original idea of SVM, after that the nonlinear version and the regression algorithm of SVM will be 

presented.  
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Suppose that we are given data points each of which belongs to one of two classes; the goal is to determine 

some way of deciding the class of a new data. In the case of support vector machine, we view a data point as 

a p + 1−dimensional vector, and we want to know if we can separate them with a p−dimensiona hyperplane, 

see figure 2. 

There are many hyperplanes that might classify the data. However, we are interested in finding out if we can 

achieve maximum separation between the two classes (margin). By this we pick the hyperplane so that the 

distance from the hyperplane to the nearest data point is maximized. Now, if such hyperplane exists, it is 

clearly of interest and it is known as a maximum margin classifier. 

The hope is that, the larger the margin or distance between these parallel hyperplanes, the better the 

generalization error of the classifier will be. 
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We are given some training data. A set of points of the next form: D={(xi,yi) | xi Є R
p
, yi Є {!1,1}}where the 

yi is either 1 or −1, indicating the class to which the point belongs. We want to give the maximum!margin 

hyperplane which divides the points having yi = 1 from those having yi = − 1. Any hyperplane can be written 

as the set of points satisfying this equation: <w, x> + b=0. Rescaling w and b such that the point(s) closest to 

the hyperplane expiring the following expression: |<w, xi > + b|=1we obtain a canonical form (w, b) of the 

hyperplane, satisfying this inequality:  yi (<w, xi > + b) ≥ 1 � i  (So, we prevent data points falling into the 

margin). We find that the distance between these two hyperplanes is given with the next quotient: 2/||w|| and 

if we put this information together we get the optimization problem which we must solve: 

Choose w, b to   minimize ||w|| 

Subject to yi (<w, xi > + b) ≥ 1 � i  



Data points closest to the boundary are called support vectors. Figure 3 shows the graphical explanation of 

the problem. 
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The optimization problem presented above is hard to optimize. The reason is that, in mathematical terms, it is 

a non!convex optimization problem which is known to be much more difficult to solve. Fortunately it is 

possible to alter the equation by substituting ||w|| with 0.5||w||
2 

without changing the solution. This is a 

quadratic programming (QP) optimization problem. More clearly, 

Minimize 0.5||w||
2
 

Subject to yi (<w, xi > + b) ≥ 1 � i  

The factor of 0.5 is used for mathematical convenience. This problem can now be solved by standard 

quadratic programming techniques and algorithms. Writing the classification rule in its unconstrained dual 

form reveals that the maximum margin hyperplane, and therefore the classification task, is only a function of 

the support vectors, (this is due to Karush!Kuhn!Tucker condition). The dual of the SVM can be shown with 

this equation: 

 

Where the α terms constitute a dual representation for the weight vector in terms of the training set:  
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If SVM were able to handle only linearly separable data, theirs usefulness would be quite limited. In machine 

learning, the kernel trick [2] is a method for using a linear classifier algorithm to solve a nonlinear problem 

by mapping the original observations into a higher!dimensional space where training set becomes separable. 

This is done using Mercer’s theorem which states that if a kernel function is continuous, symmetric and 

positive semidefinite there exits a Hilbert space defined on X and a feature map such that the kernel function 

can be expressed as an inner product in a higher!dimensional space. 



 

Wherever an inner product is used, it is replaced with the kernel function. 
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In practice, a separating hyperplane need not exist; and even if it does, it is not always the best solution to the 

classification problem (this is due to the over!fitting). An algorithm which can tolerate a certain fraction of 

outliers would be interesting. The Soft Margin method will choose a hyperplane that splits the examples as 

cleanly as possible, while still maximizing the distance to the nearest cleanly split examples. The method 

introduces slack variables, ζi which measure the degree of misclassification of the datum xi and uses these 

relaxed separation constraints: yi (<w, xi > + b) ≥ 1! ζi � i 

The objective function is then increased by a function which penalizes non!zero ζi, and the optimization 

becomes a trade off between a large margin, and a small error penalty. 
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To generalize the SV algorithm to the regression case, an analogue of the soft margin is constructed in the 

space of the target values y (note that we now have y � R) by using Vapnik’s ε−insensitive loss function. This 

quantifies the loss incurred by predicting f(x) instead of y as the next function: |y!f(x)|ε:= max{0, |y!f(x)| ! ε } 
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To estimate a regression f(x) = <w, x>+b, one minimizes the next expression  

We can transform this into a constrained optimization problem by introducing slack variables, akin to the soft 

margin case. The optimization problem is now given by: 

 

4. Global to direct transformation.  

In our case, we train a regression SVM by mean of the selected set in the first stage (knn). The objective 

variable is the DNI and the global one plays the role of explained variable. To avoid the problems caused by 

the nonlinearity of this relationship Gaussians kernels are used.  

Figure 7 shows an example of the first stage of the methodology, all available data are painted in cyan color, 

the green point is the new real data for which a new beam record we must generate. The selected training 

data by knn has been represented in red color. The blue point corresponds to the new prediction.  

On the other hand, figure 8 collects the respective SVM model: red points are the training set; the green 

points are the solutions of the fitted model applied to the training data. To finish, pink and blue points are real 

and predicted data respectively.  

Note that this is made ever data that we want generate the direct radiation from global measure. It is easy to 

observe the nonlinearity of the model and how the using of the similar points respecting to global and 

difference with extraterrestrial could help in the final prediction. We see a local behavior that is capable to be 

modeled. 

To finish, table 1 collects the obtained results respecting to RMSE of the new model joint to the results 

obtained by some classical global to direct models. It can be see a general better accuracy of the new 

methodology comparing with the classical ones.  The paper 11724 contains the complete benchmarking.   
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Madrid 113 112 105 107 80 

Cáceres 133 131 121 125 96 

Murcia  101 98 94 95 83 

Sevilla 83 81 79 77 72 
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5. Conclusions and future works 

This paper describes a new methodology to generate beam irradiance data when only global is available. The 

methodology combines some machine learning techniques, knn to select the training set and SVM to model 

direct irradiance. It has been applied in data from four Spanish stations and it shows better results that 

classical methods. 

The proposed methodology suggests the possibility to include other classification techniques and other way 

to model the beam radiation.  

We are working in the study of other classification methods and searching improvement in the SVM models 

to obtain a major accuracy of the final prediction of DNI. 
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